Tau theory has been studied and applied to guide unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) during landing or perching in some literatures. The time derivative of tau, tau-dot, is commonly kept constant between 0 and 0.5 such that the UAV reaches the target position with its velocity and acceleration reduced to zero at the same time. In this paper, the perching flights of three parrots are first evaluated and the tau-dot is examined for each perching flight. It is found that a varying tau-dot is more likely to be observed from these perching parrots and it even varies up to 1. The varying patterns of tau-dot are further justified by the comparison between our experimental data and the theoretical formulas from literature, which shows such patterns make birds approach the target more quickly, with an acceptable final impact though. A fuzzy logic is then designed to vary the tau-dot of a perching quadrotor in real time to achieve faster safe perching. Perching experiments with a quadrotor are conducted to verify the performance of the fuzzy logic, and the applicability of the varying tau-dot as a control strategy for UAV perching is validated. 
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I. Introduction
AU theory originated from research in perceptual psychology and was first proposed by David Lee based on his study on human's visual perception of time-to-collision when braking a car 1 . The term of time-to-collision (TTC) sometimes is also referred to as time-to-contact 2 . One main concept of TTC is tau theory, defined as
where x is the motion gap and x is the closing velocity of the motion gap. It was stated that information about tau could be used for braking control to avoid collision 1 . Lee 3 explored tau theory by studying the visual control of braking of landing pigeons, and enriched it with the conclusion that controlled braking can be achieved by keeping tau-dot ( ), time derivative of tau, constant. In Ref. 4 , he further generalized the concepts of motion gap and tau to various movements of animals, and presented the concept of tau coupling for synchronizing these movements. It finally leads to a comprehensive general tau theory 5 . Hecht and Savelsbergh 2 have done great work of systematically exploring and discussing the concept of TTC, which covers the fundamentals of tau theory. Other researchers also tested the tau theory by studying human's braking control of reaching movements 6, 7 , stopping a vehicle 8, 9 and landing an airplane 10 , or honey bee's landing 11 . Although conflicting results were gained from these works, they did facilitate the development of tau theory.
While investigations on tau theory have been carried out enthusiastically and consistently in perceptual psychology, it's only in recent years that applications of tau theory or TTC to ground robots 12, 13 and to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 14-17, were published. Kendoul and Ahmed 14 , for the first time, developed a tau theory based autopilot controller, TauPilot, for unmanned aircraft systems (UASs). The TauPilot consists of a tau-navigation system which computes tau for the identified motion gap with online sensor data, a tau-guidance system which predicts future movements based on the prospective guidance laws of tau theory, and a tau-control system which integrates the tau-guidance laws to regulate the movement of the UASs. The TauPilot was recently updated in Ref. 18 . Their work is rather comprehensive and sound, providing a systematic control strategy of braking or landing for UASs. Research in navigation and guidance of UAVs using tau theory then started to grow. Zhang, Xie and Ma [19] [20] [21] [22] have published several papers on their work on trajectory generation and guidance for UAV landing and perching. Similar strategies of constant tau-dot, tau coupling and intrinsic tau-dot to those in Ref. 14 were addressed and utilized for control. No UAV platform has been developed to verify their control strategy in real world, but their analysis was sound and simulation results made good sense for validation. Among existing tau theory based guidance approaches for UAV perching, it can be seen that most of them apply the constant tau-dot assumption that leads to the equations below. 
Analysis has shown that for a constant tau-dot between 0 and 0.5 the motion gap, velocity and braking deceleration will be reduced to zero simultaneously, which means a safe landing or reaching without any collision or impact 3, 14, 19 . However, as also mentioned in Ref. 3 and Ref. 14, controlled collision, or soft landing, is sometimes required for animals or human, which means the constant tau-dot needs to be slightly above 0.5 to lead to a small contact velocity. It indicates that different situations may require different tau-dots for guidance, even during one approaching process. Thus, a varying tau-dot could potentially be more applicable to many cases than a constant taudot. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no work is found to have dealt with varying tau-dot as guidance control strategy for UAV perching. To address this research gap, we study the varying patterns of the tau-dot of perching parrots, develop a fuzzy logic to generate the varying tau-dot online for guidance of perching flights, and implement it to a quadrotor platform for evaluation.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. The perching experiment with parrots, from which kinematic informations of the perching flights, such as trajectory and velocity, are obtained, is introduced and analyzed in section II. Typical patterns of varying tau-dot are concluded and formulas for constant tau-dot are verified. In section III a bio-inspired fuzzy logic to tune tau-dot online is designed and integrated into the control loop of the quadrotor platform. Perching experiments with the quadrotor to validate the vary tau-dot control strategy are presented in section IV. Conclusion is drawn in section V.
II. Perching Patterns of Parrots

A. Perching Experiment of Parrots
The perching experiment of parrots aims to obtain the flight trajectories of perching parrots from which the tau information of the perching flights can be derived for further study. The experiment method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Three parrots of similar size (59g, 65g and 63g, respectively, in weight) and well trained for perching are taken as the subjects. Two cylindrical wooden poles attached to tripods serve as the start perch and the target perch, respectively. They are aligned 5m from each other so that the parrots have enough space to establish natural perching trajectories. The poles are kept horizontal to diminish the lateral maneuvers of the parrots during perching, as only kinematics in the sagittal plane of birds is investigated. A high speed camera (Mikrotron EoSens mini2) is placed perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the parrots to record their locomotion at 500 frames per second (fps). Due to the limitation of the field of view, the camera is triggered for recording only when the parrots enter the scene about 1m from the target perch. The height of the target perch is fixed at 1.15m, while the height of the start perch is adjusted to 1.65m and 0.65m to simulate two common perching scenarios, descending perching and ascending perching, respectively. Three perching flights are performed under each scenario for each parrot, which makes 18 flights in total.
Tracker 23 , an analysis software package is employed to extract the locomotion information of the parrots from the recorded videos. Definitions of body angle (β) and center of mass (CM) of birds from literatures [24] [25] [26] [27] are adopted, shown as the white circles and line in Fig 1(c) . For the convenience of data extraction, two marker points (black circles) on the body figure edge of the parrots are utilized alternatively. The approximate CM position is then calculated based on an isosceles right triangle formed with these marker points. Note that the origin of the global reference frame is located at the center of the target perch, with x axis in the flight direction and y axis in the vertical direction. The equations of calculation of CM position are as follows. 
where
B. Patterns of Tau-dot
According to tau theory, the position gap and the velocity of gap closure are required to calculate tau, and further tau-dot. The velocity information of the parrots is calculated based on the position information extracted. To reduce the effect of the position error resulting from manual selection of the marker points on the velocity calculation, the trajectories are first fitted with polynomials. The calculation of the velocities is then done based on the fitting result. It also should be noted that the origin of the world frame for trajectory extraction is set at the center of the target pole. However, the final position of the center of mass of the parrot after perching is actually above the origin. To make tau-dot accurate, the final position of the center of mass of the birds, instead of the origin, is taken as the target position. Figure 2 shows the tau-dot calculated in x (horizontal) direction. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that generally tau-dot rarely stays constant through the whole perching flight; however, it tends to stay constant or vary little when the birds are not so close to the target yet, such as in the descending flights of bird 1 and bird 3. Moreover, the preferred range of tau-dot from 0 to 0.5 for birds to achieve optimal perching, as in tau theory, is not observed. Basically tau-dot varies over 0 to 1. No general trend of tau-dot for all birds can be concluded, but it is obvious that for each bird a certain trend does exist. Bird 1 and 3 tend to increase the tau-dot to above 0.5 as they approach the target, while bird 2 decreases the tau-dot to around or below 0.5. Note that tau-dot of bird 2 even becomes negative right before touchdown during two perching flights, which means the velocity is reduced quicker than the distance.
C. Verification of Equations with Constant Tau-dot
For one-dimensional case, Eq. (2) expresses distance, velocity and acceleration of the approaching motion with the assumption of constant tau-dot. As varying tau-dot is found from experimental data, it is of interest to see whether these formulae still hold under the assumption that for each short-enough sections of the time series of varying tau-dot, constant tau-dot can still be applied. To do so, tau-dot from fitted experiment data at each time step is substituted into Eq. (2) to estimate the distance and velocity at next time step. Note that only the initial distance and velocity from the fitted experimental data are utilized to initiate the estimation. Afterwards only estimated values are used to propagate the estimation. Finally the estimated values are compared with the raw experimental data. In order to cover all typical patterns of tau-dot, four flights are chosen for verification, namely descending flight 2 of bird 1 with the increasing pattern, ascending flight 3 of bird 1 with the quasi-constant pattern, descending flight 3 of bird 2 with the negative pattern and ascending flight 2 of bird 3 with the decreasing pattern. The results are depicted in Fig. 3 .
For all four patterns, the estimated distances are almost exactly overlapping with the experimental data, showing great agreement, and the estimated velocities also follow the trend of experimental data closely. Even better agreement can be obtained if the comparison is done with fitted experimental data. It can be concluded, therefore, that the formulas for constant tau-dot can be applied to the case of varying tau-dot in a discrete way. 
D. Advantage of Varying Tau-dot
As concluded in Ref. 1, 3, 13 and 14, a constant tau-dot between 0 and 0.5 leads to simultaneous zero-reaching for distance, velocity and acceleration, and therefore no collision or impact will occur, making it the optimal strategy for safe landing. However, in our experiments, the parrots rarely keep the tau-dot within this optimal range. Why would they risk their landing safety? On one hand, it might be because they cannot track the tau-dot accurately. On the other hand, it could be due to the potential advantages that they would get, such as less energy consumption or shorter time. From the formulas, one can derive that, for a constant tau-dot between 0 and 0.5, the closer the distance gets to zero, the smaller the velocity becomes, and the longer relatively it takes to reach zero. For birds, this means less agility to manipulate for landing. Also, since they need to keep flapping to remain airborne with small approaching speed at the final stage of landing, the energy consumed would be larger, reducing the energy efficiency. It therefore makes sense that in order to close the distance gap more quickly, to maintain the flight agility, and to save some energy during the final stage of landing, birds vary the tau-dot beyond the optimal range accordingly along the perching flight and perch with non-zero final velocity and acceleration which are within a certain acceptable range. To validate this hypothesis, the perching time and final velocity of the four pattern flights are compared with the values obtained by assigning tau-dot with a constant of 0.3 under the same initial conditions. The results are listed in Table 1 .
It is obvious that the approaching time for varying  is much shorter than that for 0.3
 
. Compared to varying  , the time differences are 59.1%, 133.0%, 92.8%, and 154.6%, respectively. The cost at which the significant time differences are obtained is the less-than-1m/s final velocity and the final acceleration of up to 1.56g, where g represents the gravitational acceleration. Such a deceleration of 1.56g can be generated readily from pitching up the body and wings due to the non-zero approaching velocity, instead of from flapping the wings which costs more energy. As long as birds can physically withstand the final velocity and deceleration, the cost of those huge time differences should be rather affordable. 
III. Fuzzy Logic of Varying Tau-dot A. Bio-inspiration for Varying Tau-dot
Constant tau-dot has been applied as the control strategy to guide UAVs for perching. In previous section it has been verified that varying tau-dot can be interpreted as constant tau-dot in a discrete manner. Therefore, varying taudot has the potentials to be utilized for perching flight guidance. Since perching flights with regulated varying taudot are quicker and thus more efficient than with constant tau-dot, it is necessary to understand birds' regulations for varying tau-dot during perching.
According to our experimental data, the varying tau-dot is mostly kept between 0 and 1. When it occasionally exceeds 1, it tends to stay very close to 1. However, for the case of decreasing to below 0, no such limit has been observed. From the formulas of constant  , one can derive that for 0   , the distance, velocity and acceleration will go to zero at infinite time, which means relatively large deceleration for current approaching velocity. For 0.5 1  , the distance and velocity will get to zero at finite time but the final acceleration will tend to infinity, which means deceleration at the beginning is small and rapidly increases to infinity at the final stage. For 1   , the motion will be a uniform one with constant velocity and zero acceleration. It is rather likely that tau-dot are associated with the current approaching state of birds, and is interpreted in certain ways to help regulate parameters such as velocity and acceleration. Such piecewise empirical regulations make fuzzy logic quite applicable.
B. Fuzzy Logic Design
Tau-dot is the parameter that the fuzzy logic is supposed to tune. On the other hand, the distance gap to be closed and the time to contact, tau, are taken as the reference inputs, which is equivalent to the combination of the distance gap and the approaching velocity. However, tau can provide a more straightforward timing sense for maneuvering actions. Based on the comparison results from section II.D, the decreasing pattern is chosen for modeling template because of its shortest perching time. It should be mentioned that other patterns can also be modelled to meet different requirements for various applications. To facilitate the modelling, the distance, time to contact and tau-dot of the decreasing pattern are plotted in Fig. 4 .
According to Fig. 4 each parameter is fuzzified into three fuzzy sets, namely small (S), medium (M) and large (L). The universe of discourse for distance and tau, however, needs to be set more on a case-by-case basis, because they could be any values in different cases. Taking the specifications of our experiment setup into account, we set [-3m, 0] and [-12s, 0] for distance and tau, respectively. The universe of discourse for tau-dot can be caseindependent, and is set [0.2, 0.8]. The membership functions (MFs) finally designed are shown in Fig. 5 . Note that none of the MFs is symmetrically distributed. The MFs of distance and tau are shifted toward zero while that of taudot toward 0.8, so as to feature the sudden decreasing of tau-dot when close to touchdown. The fuzzy inference rules are listed in Table 2 . The large portion of L output is to keep tau-dot in the Large fuzzy set and consequently to shorten the overall perching time. Finally the surface plot of the fuzzy logic rules is illustrated in Fig. 6 . 
C. Control Diagram
The fuzzy logic needs information on distance and tau to calculate the desired tau-dot. The measured values from the motion capture system are not used as feedback for the fuzzy logic, because there is a low level position controller trying to follow the desired position and a certain delay leading to undesired velocity exists. Instead, the estimated distance and tau based on discrete varying tau-dot are employed. Finally an estimator is designed as follows to render the estimated values.
Given the estimated () xn and () n  from last loop, the fuzzy logic can calculate the desired () n  . Then the estimated ( 1) xn and ( 1) n   can be expressed as,
where dt is the time step.
With the estimator designed, the control loop is completed and the control diagram is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . 
IV. Perching Experiments with a Quadrotor
A. Experiment Methods
A quadrotor with 10-inch propellers is used for perching flights and a VICON motion capture system is utilized to measure the position of the quadrotor. The distance and tau information are further calculated to feedback to the fuzzy logic. The control algorithm is implemented in Matlab/Simulink and run on a workstation PC. The control commands are then transmitted to the quadrotor via wireless communication. The experiment setup is shown in Fig.  8 . Similar setup has been utilized and introduced in Ref. 28 . It should be noted that the VICON system is employed only for evaluation of the fuzzy logic. It is being replaced with an onboard visual sensing sytem in our current development to achieve fully autonomous operation.
The quadrotor will take-off to 1m height at the position 0.1m away from the starting point, and then be commanded to fly toward a position 0.3m over the starting point in the horizontal flight direction to give itself a non-zero initial velocity. When the quadrotor reaches the starting point, the fuzzy logic of varying tau-dot, or a constant tau-dot (0.3) controller in the other case, will be activated and take over the control of the perching flight toward the target position. The estimated distance and tau, and the measured values from VICON are recorded for further analysis. Since only the case of one dimension is considered, the lateral and vertical positions of the quadrotor are kept constant during the perching procedure. Ten perching flights are performed for each case.
B. Experiment Results
The estimated or desired distances from the target (dashed curves) and the measured distances (solid curves) of the quadrotor from ten flights for both constant tau-dot (red) and varying tau-dot (blue) are plotted in Fig 9 and the varying tau-dot generated by the fuzzy logic is shown in Fig. 10 .
It is obvious from Fig. 9 that with the same initial distance gap and initial approaching velocity, the fuzzy logic of varying tau-dot does shorten the flight time significantly. The average perching flight time is reduced from 8.2s for constant tau-dot to 5.3s for varying tau-dot, which is 35.4% quicker. Note that the discrepancy between the initial desired distance (dashed curves) and the initial measured distance (solid curves) is because of the delay in low level position control. The generated varying tau-dot, although not very close to the pattern in Fig. 4 manages to stay above 0.5 when far from the target and drop rapidly to below 0.5 when close to the target. The final velocity for varying tau-dot is 0.21 m/s, thanks to the low level position controller, while it is 0.04 m/s for constant tau-dot of 0.3. The difference of the final velocities on such a scale makes no difference between a safe and a hazardous perching, and therefore is acceptable. Consequently, the experiment results show that the fuzzy logic designed with the varying tau-dot strategy for UAVs is effective and can improve the perching performance of a constant tau-dot strategy in terms of perching flight time. Moreover, the varying tau-dot strategy has the potential to outperform the constant tau-dot strategy in many more applications. 
V. Conclusions
In this paper the varying patterns of tau-dot of perching parrots are investigated through experimental study first, showing good potentials of guiding UAVs for faster perching flight than constant tau-dot. Then a fuzzy logic tuning tau-dot in real time is designed based on one of the parrots' varying patterns and integrated into the control loop of our UAV testing platform. Experiments of perching flights with constant and varying tau-dot are conducted respectively, and the effectiveness of the fuzzy tau-dot logic designed is verified, which further validate the applicability of the varying tau-dot as a control strategy for UAV perching. Our work shows that what's ideal in theory may not necessarily be the case in reality. Varying tau-dot does make sense when birds need to contact with a non-zero velocity of acceleration. Besides, it motivates us to further investigate the priciples behind the different varying patterns of tau-dot in depth, and the dynamic control of perching UAVs could benefit substantially from these principles. Finally, it should be mentioned that only one dimensional case is addressed here. To make the study more thorough and the varying tau-dot strategy more applicable, future work on multi-dimensional cases is required. 
